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8th September 2022
Dear Lauriston Parents and Carers,
I hope you had a restful and enjoyable Summer holiday. It has been lovely welcoming children and families
back to the start of the new year. There is a real sense of optimism and excitement at Lauriston and the term
has started at pace.
I also wanted to use this opportunity to provide you with an update about our outside and playground
developments. You will have seen our (almost complete) fantastic boat and quiet area structure which will be
finished over the next few days. This has been a special feature of interest for the children and staff and we
are all excited to start playing and using this. In addition, the stage and amphitheatre has provided the children
an exciting arena to develop their role play and imagination. It also will become a popular feature for teaching
and learning over the next year. These two things are the second phase of our ambitious playground project
which you as parents and carers have generously contributed too. We still have to pay the bills so every
continuing donation towards this is most welcome!
We also have some very cool storage to develop our OPAL provision. This contains a wealth of resources and
tools for the children to generate their own play opportunities. Amrika, Steve and the team are already giving
the children support and ideas in how to use this to maximise their playtime fun. I spent some time in the
playground yesterday (see our Twitter) to see the hive of activity which is very evident.
One area which has posed some challenges over the recent months is our EYFS wooden play structure. In the
summer term we made the decision to cordon off parts of this due to various rotten or compromised areas
until the summer holidays where Everton and Jake could do some investigation. The problem was worse than
we thought and the decision was made to remove the decking for safety reasons. This has created some
unsightly mess in the EYFS area but we are waiting for our Playground Man John to further support us on this
after he has finished the boat work. The plans are not yet confirmed but we will be considering our options
and it may be that either the remaining structure is adapted and made good or to remove it and have a blank
canvas for future works. This would create another lovely wide play and learning space for our little ones.
This is a challenge though, as there are not sufficient funds to action a like for like replacement immediately.

Watch this space. Be assured, our outside area for EYFS is a very high quality space, and the skill of our
practitioners means that the children are accessing a wealth of EYFS content. Children will also b able to
access the main playground during different times of the day. A big well done to Everton and Jake for working
super hard over the holidays in coordinating all things premises.
The Senior Leadership Team have formulated their School Development Plans for Lauriston which we have
shared with the team. These objectives form the basis for our work this year in further building on last years
success and ensuring Lauriston continues to grow as a thriving and successful school. Mr Harris will share
more about this over the next few weeks.
As a Federation we certainly have a challenging time ahead. The rising energy bills and the currently unfunded
pay rises for teaching staff will further stretch our fragile budget. But, we feel positive about the changes and
improvements made so far; and by working together as a Federation of schools we are stronger together than
standing alone.
And finally, we have joined in partnership with Colvestone Primary School and the start of term has been
positive. There is lots to do but Miss Lucey has begun her role positively and ambitiously. We have already
had some ideas about how we can use our Federation to ensure our children and families have the same
opportunities as our Blossom ones. I have appreciated the warm words of encouragement from our Lauriston
families about our joining up with Colvestone. Our one big Hackney School grows that little bit bigger! Life is
never dull, I can assure you!
We have a busy term ahead as always and I look forward to seeing you on the gates over the next few days.
Regards
Yours sincerely,

Robin Warren
Executive Head Teacher

